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I.

GHG Reduction Technology
This section summarizes the data on fundamental technology packages that
were utilized to analyze compliance with the model year 2017-2025 standards.
The technology packages apply technology CO 2 effectiveness and incremental
prices, as discussed in Section III.A.4 of the Staff Report and utilized in the
compliance assessment of Section III.A.5 of the Staff Report. Table Q1 shows
characteristics of each of 19 vehicle classes, including the general vehicle type
category, the baseline engine technology, and average model year 2008
attributes (e.g., CO 2 , power, footprint, weight) for each class.
Table Q1. Vehicle classes and baseline model year 2008 attributes
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Category
Subcompact I4
Compact Car I4
Midsize Car/Small MPV
(unibody) I4
Compact Car/Small MPV
(unibody) V6
Midsize/Large Car V6
Midsize Car/Large Car V8
Mid-sized MPV
(unibody)/Small Truck I4
Midsize MPV (unibody)/
Small Truck V6/V8
Large MPV (unibody) V6
Large MPV (unibody) V8
Large Truck (+ Van) V6
Large Truck + Large MPV V6
Large Truck (+ Van) V8
Large Truck (+Van) V8
Midsize MPV (unibody)
/Small Truck V6/V8
Large MPV (unibody) V6
Large MPV (unibody) V8
Large Truck (+ Van) V6
Large Truck (+ Van) V8

1.5L 4V DOHC I4
2.4L 4V DOHC I4

Test
cycle
gCO 2 /mi
235
230

2.4L 4V DOHC I4

274

Base

92
104

41.1
43.7

Curb
weight
(lb)
2572
2891

126

46.3

3316

Power
(kW)

Footprint
(ft2)

2008
market
share
8%
10%
10%

3.0L 4V DOHC V6

313

164

43.6

3399

7%

3.3L 4V DOHC V6
4.5L 4V DOHC V8

335
398

185
253

47.3
49.3

3728
4104

13%
3%

2.6L 4V DOHC I4/I5

312

128

45.1

3529

10%

3.7L 2V SOHC V6

394

156

45.3

3798

1%

4.0L 2V SOHC V6
4.7L 2V SOHC V8
4.2L 2V SOHC V6
3.8L 2V OHV V6
5.7L 2V OHV V8
5.4L 3V SOHC V8

429
448
423
356
447
480

156
205
155
151
241
223

47.8
55.9
57.6
49.7
61.2
57.4

4447
4755
4791
4100
5237
5059

1%
2%
1%
6%
5%
2%

5.7L 2V OHV V8

392

278

49.6

3667

1%

3.5L 4V DOHC V6
4.6L 4V DOHC V8
4.0L 4V DOHC V6
5.6L 4V DOHC V8

374
468
401
477

192
243
182
262

50.7
53.2
56.5
66.2

4354
5327
4190
5270

15%
2%
2%
2%

Tables Q2 through Q5 show the CO 2 -reduction effectiveness and incremental
technology prices for each of the 19 vehicle classes. The tables show for each of
the technology packages in the vehicle classes, the incremental price over the
model year 2008 baseline (in 2012, 2020, and 2025 incorporating time and
volume learning effects), as well as the estimated lifetime consumer savings,
benefit/cost ratio, and the consumer payback for a 2025 consumer. Assumptions
are consistent with the technology section above for median vehicle lifetime, onroad fuel economy adjustment, discount rate, fuel prices, etc.
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Table Q2. Technology packages for vehicle classes 1-4

Q-2

Table Q3. Technology packages for vehicle classes 5-8

Q-3

Table Q4. Technology packages for vehicle classes 9-13

Q-4

Table Q5. Technology packages for vehicle classes 14-19
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II.

A.

Mass-reduction technology and cost

Overview

There are many diverse ways being employed by automakers to reduce the
mass of vehicles with optimized design and advanced materials. Many
engineering projects have assessed the costs and technical potential of various
techniques to reduce vehicle mass over the years. This section summarizes the
results of the studies that the agencies examined in their technical assessment
and how they were utilized in the ultimate estimation of future vehicle massreduction costs.
Throughout the ongoing technical assessment, the agencies have found that
there are many features that differentiate the different mass reduction studies
under consideration. For example, the agencies have found that the various
studies are not all equal in their rigor, transparency, and applicability to this
regulatory assessment. To reflect the differences in the studies, the agencies
have undertaken a thorough review of the particular merits of each of the
available studies to better assess their applicability for the rulemaking analysis.
As a result, the agencies have developed a number of criteria to help determine
the relative applicability of studies in the 2017-2025 timeframe. The criteria, in
turn, are used to develop ratings to be used as proportional weighting factors for
estimating the mass reduction-cost relationship. CARB staff feels that the metaanalysis method employed, and described in this section, to assess mass
reduction costs was the most suitable for the data at hand under the present
situation.
B.

Vehicle Mass-Reduction Context

For context within the overall technical analysis, critical details and assumptions
from the joint-agency assessment of the deployment of mass-reduction
technology are summarized here. As indicated in the joint-agency TAR, the
agencies found that mass reduction technology is a core efficiency technology
that is being increasingly investigated by every single automaker. Massreduction technology with new materials and designs in vehicles has always
advanced historically. However, in times of relatively moderate regulatory or
consumer pressure to reduce CO 2 emissions, mass reduction is used for
increased vehicle performance; on the other hand, in times of greater demand for
CO 2 reduction, mass-reduction is used for increased vehicle efficiency. In
addition, staff has found that many automakers have already demonstrated many
of the emerging technologies (at relatively small volume) that are expected to
become mainstream by model year 2025 (see e.g., Lotus, 2010; Lutsey, 2010).
Due to a number of factors, staff is highly confident that the levels of massreduction that result from the proposed regulation are well within levels that
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automakers can design vehicles that are at least as safe as present vehicles.
First, the use of size-based standards inherently reduces the motivation to
downsize vehicles for compliance purposes, therefore eliminating a potential
trend that has been associated with vehicle safety. Second, a number of massreduction technology-leading automakers have already proven the ability to
reduce their vehicle models’ mass by at least 10% below their competitors’
models while still achieving the highest crash safety ratings. Third, many of the
advanced materials and optimized designs investigated by the agencies are
stronger than current materials and designs, offering the prospect for still safer
vehicles.
Finally, a number of additional conservative assumptions have been employed to
provide still further assurance that the levels of mass-reduction technology offer
no potential compromise in vehicle safety. Despite abundant recent technical
research on the ability to achieve mass-reduction at levels of 20% or greater
across all vehicle classes (e.g., WorldAutoSteel, 2011; Lotus Engineering, 2011),
staff used conservative constraints to artificially limit the amount of allowable
mass-reduction, especially among smaller and lighter vehicle classes.
The artificial mass-reduction constraints used in this regulatory assessment on
the feasibility and safety came from NHTSA’s modeling of the fleet-wide societal
safety effects of vehicles entering the fleet. The new 2011 NHTSA analysis
does not finds a statistically significant relationship (at 95% confidence) between
vehicle mass and safety for four or the five major vehicle classes. For those four
classes that represent 82% of model year 2008 vehicle sales, the NHTSA
analysis indicates that the mass-safety effect is not statistically different from
zero. However, for the smallest vehicle class (i.e., cars of less than 3,106
pounds), NHTSA analysis suggests that mass reduction does statistically
correlate with safety. The mixed statistical significance findings highlight that
there are very safe (and less safe) vehicle designs within all vehicle classes, and
that there are many other factors (e.g., driver behavior) that confound any clearcut mass-safety relationship.
Despite the largely statistically insignificant results, the three agencies utilized the
NHTSA supplied constraints for mass-reduction to ensure conservative analysis.
NHTSA staff utilized results from their safety modeling to determine “safetyneutral” mass constraints, which allowed differing amounts of mass reduction in
each vehicle class. The result of the NHTSA constraints was to limit the massreduction of subcompact cars to no mass reduction, limit the compact cars to 2%
mass reduction, limit mid-size cars to 5% mass reduction, and limit large cars to
10% mass reduction. Other vehicle classes (i.e., light trucks) were permitted to
utilize mass reduction by up to 20%. With these constraints, NHTSA indicated
that the national fleet could see a safety-neutral 13% mass reduction. Ultimately,
as indicated in this ARB regulatory assessment section above in Section 5.5, the
final new vehicle fleet was projected to experience 8-10% mass reduction from
2008 to 2025. This reflects the above NHTSA-developed constraints, as well as
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all vehicle models not requiring the maximum allowable mass-reduction (due to
use of engine, transmission, etc technologies) to comply with the GHG
standards.
C.

Description of Rationale for Mass Reduction Cost Relationship

To systematically base the rating system on technical engineering-based factors,
the agencies developed and utilized a set of discrete criteria to evaluate the
studies. The rating system establishes a quantitative assessment of the validity
of different mass reduction studies and data from various technical and industry
sources. In this meta-analysis framework, inclusion of all the data could be
utilized in the agencies’ overall relationship between mass reduction and its
associated cost. Ultimately, the mass-reduction vehicle design studies are
examined with respect to the following general formulation but allowing the
flexibility for each agency to rate respective reports as they seem appropriate
based on their expertise. The sections below summarize the studies that were
examined, the development of the criteria and weighting factors, and the process
to derive the agencies’ mass reduction-cost relationship.
1.

Mass Reduction Study Data Under Consideration

Table II-C-1-1 lists and summarizes basic details from the mass-reduction
studies and the pages from which the data were found in the reports. The
agencies catalogued each of the studies’ basic details, including the baseline
vehicle weight, the new designs’ mass reduction (in lbs and percent), the
associated cost, whether non-body components were considered directly or via
compounding assumptions, and the dollar year of the study. Various technical
studies employed different engineering approaches, investigated different massreduction concepts, and began with different baseline vehicles. The agencies
view these differences as a strength of the research literature, to span vehicle
platforms from compact cars to full-size trucks and to include mass-reduction
concepts that range from component-scale near-term steel optimization to larger
multi-material concepts.
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Table II-C-1-1. Mass reduction studies included in development of massreduction-cost relationship
Study

Mass reduction
(lb/vehicle)

Cost
($/vehicle)

104
6
320
176
573
298
573
712
637
536
931
1171
712
657
1310
660
1217
25
120
139
360
683
*
*
*

-32
15
209
171
1805
1411
122
646
180
-280
1490
373
1508
1411
500
-121
362
10
110
110
547
1300
*
*
*

AISI, 1998 (ULSAB)
AISI - ULSAC
Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra Research) Unibody -ULS
Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra Research) BoF -ULS
Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra Research) Unibody - AL
Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra Research) BoF - AL
Bull et al, 2007 (Alum Assoc.)
Cheah et al, 2007 (MIT)
Das, 2008 (ORNL, AL)
Das, 2008 (ORNL, Glass-FRPMC)
Das, 2009 (ORNL, Carbon-FRPMC)
Das, 2010 (ORNL, Mg/Carbon-FRPMC)
EEA, 2007 (Plus Mg) Mid-size vehicle
EEA, 2007 (Plus Mg) Truck
Geck et al, 2007 (Ford F150)
Lotus, 2010 (Low Development)
Lotus, 2010 (High Development)
Montalbo et al, 2008 (GM/MIT) - AHSS
Montalbo et al, 2008 (GM/MIT) - AL
Montalbo et al, 2008 (GM/MIT) - Mg/Al
NAS, 2010
Plotkin et al 2009 (Argonne)
Confidential OEM information (a)
Confidential OEM information (b)
Confidential OEM information (c )
* confidential business information not shown

Pages(s) from study
1,53,60
6-9
43,50,52
43,50,52
43,50,52
43,50,52
6,7
6,28, 42
8,13
8,14
6,12
8,14,17
6-3,6-10
6-3,6-10
10,11
242,244,236
242,244,236
5,6
5,6
5,6
7-25,7-26
41,204

Staff notes several very recent 2011 and ongoing studies that already could
surpass technical rigor of those mentioned in the table and used in this scoring
assessment. These studies are mentioned here. First, the updated version of
the 2010 Lotus study is the on-going follow-on Lotus analysis that demonstrates
enhanced safety-validated advanced mass-reduction technologies that reduce
vehicle mass by 30%. This on-going Lotus study is being peer-reviewed and will
be published in early 2012. Second, a new WorldAutoSteel (2011) study also
offers a safety-validated vehicle design at no additional cost that offers an
approximate 13-21% mass reduction. Due to the relatively late timing of these
two new studies, they were not includes in the mass-cost assessment below.
Several steps led to the processing of the data to make for comparable massreduction and cost estimations across the studies. When explicit baseline
vehicle masses were not included, the assumed vehicle mass reduction of a car
was 3600 lb and light truck 4000 lb. To arrive at the summarized data points,
shown in Figure II-C-1-1, all the costs are converted into 2009 dollars, for
consistency with all other costs in this assessment. Studies that did not include
mass reduction compounding had it added, either according to each study’s own
assumption or with a 1.6 factor if the study did not suggest its own value. Each
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study was allowed up to two data points, but only under the condition that the
study had two distinctly different vehicle mass-reduced redesign concepts (i.e.,
not minor deviations, approximations, or walk-ups from one common massreduced design concept). Note that confidential business information from auto
manufacturing companies is not shown in the figure.
Figure II-C-1-1. Data on vehicle mass-reduction technology and associated
direct incremental cost (industry data not shown)

The agencies had, in the past, used a cost-per-pound versus mass reduction
percent relationship to assess the cost of future mass reduction. The relationship
in the US EPA/NHTSA 2012-2016 rulemaking assumed a constant $1.32/lb for
vehicle mass reduction up to 10%. Based on new information from various
industry and literature sources since then, the joint-agency TAR in September
2010 modified the relationship to begin at the origin and have increasing cost
with increasing mass reduction. The two past relationships, as well as the
various data points from the literature, are shown in Figure II-C-1-2.
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Figure II-C-1-2. Data on percent vehicle mass-reduction and cost-perpound, and mass-cost relationship used in joint-agency TAR analysis
(industry data not shown)

2.

General Formulation

The agencies scoring framework involves evaluating each study according to a
series of particular straightforward technical questions about validity and rigor,
and appropriateness. The system of scoring involves three core areas that were
determined to be critically important. Because the question of interest was to
determine the future cost of deploying mass-reduction technologies, the first two
factors involve assessing validity of the technical design and validity of the
engineering cost estimation. A third area, a peer review, was added as a way to
give additional weighting to studies that had gone through more extensive vetting
through independent expert review. Subcomponents of the three areas are listed
in Table II-C-2-1, and these are described in greater detail below. The three
primary criteria are combined multiplicatively (i.e., not with simple addition) in
order to more severely de-weight any particular technical work that was found to
be deficient in any one of the areas. As a result, the final weighting of each study
(W study ) is determined by the following equation.
𝑊𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 = 𝑊𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 × 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 × 𝑊𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
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Table II-C-2-1. Summary of three primary weighting criteria for massreduction study evaluation

•
•
•
•
•

Technology and design
(W design )
Comprehensiveness of study (up to 20% of
WD)
Methodology technical rigor (10% of W D )
Design validation (up to 30% of W D )
Manufacture validation (up to 15% of W D )
Appropriate timing of mass-reduction
technologies (up to 25% of W D )

3.

Cost estimation
(W cost )
• Complete cost analysis (65%
of W C )
• Methodology cost rigor (35%
of W C )

Peer review
(W peer review )
• Complete peer review
(100% of W Peer Review )

Technology and Design Considerations (W design )

As introduced above, the mass-reduction studies’ technical design, encapsulated
in the weighting factor W design , is one of the three primary factors examined in the
multiplicative scoring framework. Within this technical design area, the studies’
mass-reduction designs are evaluated according to a series of five more detailed
technical questions in order to better delineate more appropriate mass-reduction
cost data from the overall body of research. The technology and design factors
that the agencies considered as part of the technical design validity of the studies
are (1) full-vehicle comprehensiveness, (2) methodology technical rigor, (3)
design validation, (4) manufacture validation, and (5) appropriate technology
timing. The logic behind including these design factors, and the system of
scoring for each one, are described below.
The first component of the evaluation of the technical design refers to whether
the study comprehensively examined the potential for mass-reduction in the
entire vehicle. The inclusion of this factor is based on the fact that over the 20172025 timeframe, automakers would have the applicable lead-time to redesign all
the major parts of the vehicle. In following with the 2010 NAS report, “Although
material substitution for components can occur throughout the life cycle of a car
in many cases, the mass saved in this way is relatively minor. . . . A reengineered
vehicle allows for changing the design of major subassemblies (engine
compartment, closure panels, body sides, etc.), thus allowing for entirely new
approaches to reducing mass.” As a result, studies that considered the
reengineering of all of the physical systems of the vehicle would more aptly cover
the full technology potential over the span of the rulemaking. This distinction was
made on account of the various studies in some cases examining relatively small
fractions of vehicles, some studies holistically modeling all major vehicle systems
(e.g., including the body, chassis, suspension, powertrain, closures, interior), and
many studies analyzing some partial amount of the total vehicle possibilities.
Therefore, this criterion credits the extent to which studies address complexities
of multiple-system mass-reduction design integration. The scoring for this
criterion is out of 20% and is shown in Table II-C-3-1.
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Table II-C-3-1. Design factor scoring for comprehensiveness of study
Question: To what extent has an entire vehicle been studied for redesign to
reduce mass?
A. Entire vehicle (Systems redesigned greater that 75 % of total vehicle mass
resulting in mass reduction greater than 15%) or Major system (e.g., body-inwhite) with engineering analysis and calculation of secondary mass
compounding.
B. Major system (e.g., body-in-white) or mass reduction of at least 5% of vehicle
mass.
C. Minor system (e.g. closures) or accounting for 3% to 5% vehicle mass reduction.
D. Component mass reduction (e.g. wheel) or less than 3% vehicle mass reduction.
E. Unknown or unclear

Score
20%

15%
10%
5%
0%

The second component of the technical design evaluation relates to the level of
methodological and technical rigor of each of the mass-reduction studies. This
criterion helped to differentiate studies that employ greater technical rigor using
best-available engineering approaches, versus studies that do not employ such
rigor, use simpler analytical methods, and do not transparently elucidate their
methods and assumptions. A number of studies are derivative upon other works
and simply cite other existing primary technical work, whereas other studies
show levels of detail that are comparable to that employed by automakers as
they develop new models. Therefore the agencies determined that it was critical
to emphasize fundamental technical engineering sources that demonstrate highly
detailed mass-reduced vehicle designs and offered sufficient supporting
engineering data to examine the vehicle design, materials chosen, packaging
and joining techniques, and analytical methods. This criterion helps evaluate the
relative feasibility of each studies’ design and provides a higher relative score to
studies that offer greater levels of detail on the precise materials, masses,
geometries, and grades utilized across components. For the scoring of this
criterion, it was decided that judgment may be exercised in determining the
degree to which confidential business information submitted by an automaker
should be considered as equivalent to a study that qualifies for given score. The
scoring for this criterion is out of a maximum of 10% and is shown in Table II-C3-2.
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Table II-C-3-2. Design factor scoring for methodology technical rigor
Question: Does the study analyze the mass- reduction technologies (e.g.,
materials, designs, joining techniques) in a technically rigorous matter and
present its methods and results transparently? *
A. Completely transparent with technical design and engineering specification with
use of best available analytical methods
B. Nearly complete transparency with technical design detail, sound methods
C. Some technical design detail/rigor, unclear methods
D. Based on other verifiable technical data or studies
E. Design relies mainly on other studies, rules-of-thumb, and simple scaling
methods
F. No technical rigor or methodology is unclear or insufficient
*

Score
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Judgment may be exercised in determining the degree to which CBI submitted by an OEM or supplier should be
considered as equivalent to a study that qualifies for this score

The third component of the technical design evaluation is the level of validation of
the mass-reduction studies’ design. Generally this criterion is established to
score the studies on the depth of their studies’ validation of new mass-reduction
technology on all of the customary engineering performance characteristics of
modern vehicles. Within this component are several critical considerations. It is
important that the studies’ mass-reduction concepts have been proven in actual
automotive applications and/or through associated engineering analytical tools
for simulation and design. The extent to which mass-reduction materials and
designs have already been implemented in emerging, low-volume designs offers
evidence that the proposed mass reduction solutions have been validated for
major vehicle-level functional objectives and potential manufacturing concerns.
Complete engineering validation would include satisfactory consideration of
design, validation for crashworthiness, NVH, vehicle utility attributes (e.g., towing
and acceleration), ergonomics, durability, and serviceability. The level of
meeting this criterion ranges from real-world validation on production vehicle
models, to demonstration and prototype testing, to pre-production analytical
simulation via computer-aided engineering tools, to more simple conceptual
design. If the mass-reduction studies’ materials and design technology are well
understood to meet all the validation factors, the study achieves the maximum
possible score. Studies for which there is the greatest concern or uncertainty
about the validation of its design would get the lowest score. Because this
criterion about validation applied differently to different vehicle components or
systems (e.g., closures need not be separately validated for acceleration
performance), this criterion was scored according to the relative amount of
applicable metrics. For the scoring of this criterion, it was decided that judgment
may be exercised in determining the degree to which confidential business
information submitted by an automaker should be considered as equivalent to a
study that qualifies for a given score. The scoring of this criterion is out of a
maximum of 30% and is shown in Table II-C-3-3.
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Table II-C-3-3. Design factor scoring for design validation
Question: To what extent have the results of the study been validated and
how many vehicle functional objectives (below) were considered?
• For comprehensive vehicle studies, the following metrics will be used: (1) design
concept, (2) safety, (3) noise, vibration, harshness; (4) durability; (5) dynamics;
(6) powertrain performance; (7) towing, if applicable; (8) aesthetics (fit and finish)
and ergonomics; and (9) serviceability.
• For system or component studies, identify the metrics applicable for the system
or component(s), assess only those metrics
• Compute the score as follows: Score = (# completed)/(# applicable) x (30%)

Score

Up to
30%

The fourth critical technical design component is the manufacture validation. On
account of the rulemaking’s focus on technologies for widespread applicability in
the 2017-2025 timeframe, this criterion was established to score studies on the
feasibility of their engineering designs to be mass-produced in high volumes for
future vehicles. For example, technologies that have already demonstrated that
they can be produced at very high volumes (i.e., at 200,000 units annually) with
known manufacturing process would demonstrate the highest level of
manufacturing readiness and therefore receive the highest score. Technologies
that have only demonstrated low-volume production or prototype testing, or those
with unproven manufacturability would get progressively lower scores for this
criterion. For the scoring of this criterion, it was decided that judgment may be
exercised in determining the degree to which confidential business information
submitted by an automaker should be considered as equivalent to a study that
qualifies for a given score. The scoring of this criterion is out of a maximum of
15% and is shown in Table II-C-3-4.
Table II-C-3-4. Design factor scoring for manufacture validation
Question: To what extent are the technologies validated for manufacturability?
A. Mass reduction solution(s) are in high volume (>200k/year) production today or
uses a demonstrated high volume manufacturing process.
B. Mass reduction solution(s) are low volume (<50k/year) production today or uses
a demonstrated low volume manufacturing process.
C. Mass reduction technologies have been prototyped and tested.
D. Concepts presented without validation of manufacturability.
E. Mass reduction technologies deemed not valid for production.

Score
15%
13%
10%
5%
0%

The fifth and final technical design component is appropriateness of the study
technologies’ timing. The focus of the regulatory analysis is to examine
technologies’ applicability to be implemented by 2025. Because the analytical
reference point of the agencies’ mass-reduction analysis is the model year 2008
fleet, any technologies that have the potential to go from no use in model year
2008 to 100% deployment in model year 2025 would achieve the highest score.
Studies with technologies that had less applicability, either because they were
already partially adopted by 2008 or were only partially applicable in 2025,
receive lower scores. For the scoring of this criterion, it was decided that
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judgment may be exercised in determining the degree to which confidential
business information submitted by an automaker should be considered as
equivalent to a study that qualifies for given score. The scoring of this criterion is
out of a maximum of 25% and is shown in Table II-C-3-5.
Table II-C-3-5. Design factor scoring for appropriateness of technology
timing
Question: To what extent are the mass reduction technologies applicable for
reducing the mass of vehicles from the baseline 2008 model year vehicles for Score
the rulemaking period (model years 2017-2025)?
A. All technology of vehicle/system/component is applicable for the rulemaking
period.
B. Majority of technology (90% - 70%) in the study deemed feasible for the
rulemaking period.
C. Most of technology (70% - 50%) in the study deemed feasible for the
rulemaking period.
D. Some of technology (50% - 20%) in the study deemed feasible for the
rulemaking period.
E. Little of technology (<20%) in the study deemed feasible for the rulemaking
period.
F. Technologies have no relevance in 2008 to 2025 timeframe.

4.

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Cost Considerations (W cost )

After technical design, the second core evaluation area is the quality of the massreduction studies’ cost assessment. Each studies’ ability to properly assess the
true future cost of its mass-reduction technology related to the rigor of the
analytical work as well as the comprehensiveness of the study to include all
applicable costs of mass-producing the technologies in vehicles in the 2017-2025
timeframe. As such, the cost assessment had two components: (1) complete
cost and (2) methodology cost rigor.
Through the agencies’ examination of the studies, it became clear that many
different studies included various stages of supplier and automaker costs in their
ultimate findings on the cost of given material substitution and design
optimization techniques. Ideally studies would evaluate the new incremental
costs of materials, manufacturing, tooling, assembly, and direct labor with a
completeness that is comparable to the full industry costs that would be impacted
by the regulation. The various studies offered varying levels of cost
completeness across these cost aspects, and were, as a result, scored according
to their satisfactorily inclusion of each component. For the scoring of this
criterion, it was decided that judgment may be exercised in determining the
degree to which confidential business information submitted by an automaker
should be considered as equivalent to a study that qualifies for given score. The
scoring of this criterion is out of a maximum of 65% and is shown in Table II-C-41.
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Table II-C-4-1. Design factor scoring for complete cost analysis
Question: To what extent does the study consider all of the incremental direct
manufacturing costs for the mass reduction technologies including material
cost, piece cost, tooling, manufacture equipment, assembly, direct labor, etc?
A. Complete cost including material cost, piece cost, manufacturing equipment,
tooling, assembly and direct labor
B. Cost including material cost plus 4 out of 5 of the following categories: Piece cost,
manufacturing equipment, tooling, assembly and direct labor
C. Cost including material cost plus 3 out of 5 of the following categories: Piece cost,
manufacturing equipment, tooling, assembly and direct labor
D. Cost including material cost plus 2 out of 5 of the following categories: Piece cost,
manufacturing equipment, tooling, assembly and direct labor
E. Piece cost
F. Material cost only

Score
65%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Along with the studies’ varying inclusion of full incremental costs, a separate cost
components of methodological cost rigor was evaluated. Whereas some studies
fundamentally based their analytical work on a completely torn down reference
vehicle and known physical hardware for mass-reduced vehicle components,
other studies relied more heavily on simpler analytical methods, rules-of-thumb,
and other less-clear primary data. As a result this scoring criterion was
established to differentiate studies that exemplified highest levels of rigor, detail,
and transparency in their cost assessment from those that did not. For the
scoring of this criterion, it was decided that judgment may be exercised in
determining the degree to which confidential business information submitted by
an automaker should be considered as equivalent to a study that qualifies for
given score. The scoring of this criterion is out of a maximum of 35% and is
shown in Table II-C-4-2.
Table II-C-4-2. Design factor scoring for methodology cost rigor
Question: Is the mass reduction study transparent in its description of the
methodology applied to determine the costs associated with the proposed
mass reduction technologies?
A. Complete transparency with rigorous detailed cost modeling based on detailed
teardown engineering data of both baseline and redesigned vehicle/system or
component(s).
B. Study relies on cost modeling with partial tear down engineering data of baseline
vehicle
C. Study relies on cost modeling with limited (another vehicle) or partial tear down
engineering
D. Cost is based mainly on other studies, rules-of-thumb, and simple scaling
methods.
E. Information on cost methodology is insufficient to be assessed

5.

Score
35%
25%
20%
15%
0%

Peer Review (W peer review )

After evaluating the technical and cost areas of the studies, the final area that is
separately assessed is the strength of the study’s external review. This final
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evaluation provides relative weighting for studies that have offered up their study
to greater scrutiny and satisfactorily responded to critiques from an external
critical peer review process. This category was specifically utilized to ensure
expert reviewers outside the government agencies had reviewed the studies and
the studies assumptions, analytical methods, and conclusions. The agencies
used the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) peer review guidelines to
help establish the scoring. For this scoring criterion, lower levels of review
included anonymous review in technical journals and academic reviews for which
the agencies did not have access to the review results and the authors’ response
to the critiques. Higher levels of review included peer-reviewed technical journal
articles and reports that went through OMB-type reviews. For the scoring of this
criterion, it was decided that judgment may be exercised in determining the
degree to which confidential business information submitted by an automaker
should be considered as equivalent to a study that qualifies for given score. The
scoring of this criterion is out of a maximum of 35% and is shown in Table II-C-51.
Table II-C-5-1. Design factor scoring for peer review
Question: To what extent have the results of the study been peer reviewed
and has the study effectively addressed critical technical, methodological,
and cost issues related to the mass reduction technologies considered?

Score

A. The study has been peer reviewed in a scientific journal (e.g. SAE) or in
accordance with OMB Peer Review guidelines and the results of the review
100%
are fully reflected in the final report. The peer review report is publicly
accessible or available to the agencies
B. After review, it was determined that the study has been thoroughly peer
reviewed (e.g. Scientific journal, SAE) or in accordance with OMB Peer Review
80%
guidelines and the results of the review are partially reflected in the final report.
The peer review report is not publicly accessible.
C. After review, it was determined that the study has been reviewed by technical
experts, but review results are not publically available and it is unclear to what
70%
extent the review comments have been sufficiently addressed in the final
report
D. After review, it was determined that it is unclear whether the study was
reviewed by any external experts, and whether the study has addressed any
60%
critical concerns
E. The study has been peer reviewed and identified with fundamental
deficiencies. The study was not revised or commented to reflect these
50%
concerns

Putting all the components of the three core evaluation areas together, the
overall scoring framework is shown in Table II-C-5-2.
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Table II-C-5-2. Overall mass-reduction study evaluation scoring system

D.

Weighting of the Studies

The scoring system described above was used to evaluate the studies. The
agencies each independently evaluated the technical studies on mass-reduction.
The result was that each study (and in some cases, two data points from several
studies that had distinctly different vehicle redesign concepts) received different
scores between 0% and 100%. For example, a study with a 40% score would
effectively receive twice the weight of a study with a 20% overall score. Table IID-1-1 shows the final overall scores from ARB staff (the other two agencies’
evaluations are not shown).
Table II-D-1-1. Mass reduction studies and final overall weighting of the
study data
Mass
reduction

Cost
($/vehicle)

Cost
($/lb)

CARB overall
weighting of data
points

AISI, 1998 (ULSAB)

3%

-41

-0.40

27%

AISI, 2001 (ULSAC)

0%

19

3.08

12%

Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra) Unibody - Al

10%

211

0.66

12%

Austin et al, 2008 (Sierra) BoF

9%

1427

4.79

12%

Bull et al, 2007 (Alum Assoc.)

17%

114

0.20

19%

20%
19%
16%
28%
35%
29%
20%
25%
18%
32%
3%
10%
21%
*
*
*

703
182
-283
1490
371
1558
1458
517
-120
360
111
545
1300
*
*
*

0.99
0.29
-0.53
1.60
0.32
1.62
1.64
0.39
-0.18
0.30
0.80
1.51
1.90
*
*
*

12%
29%
29%
27%
29%
12%
13%
38%
72%
35%
17%
4%
3%
5%
1%
3%

Study

Cheah et al, 2007 (MIT)
Das, 2008 (ORNL, AL)
Das, 2008 (ORNL, glass)
Das, 2009 (ORNL, carbon)
Das, 2010 (ORNL, Mg)
EEA, 2007 (car)
EEA, 2007 (truck)
Geck et al, 2007 (Ford F150)
Lotus, 2010 (Low)
Lotus, 2010 (High)
Montalbo et al, 2008 (GM/MIT) - Mg/Al
NAS, 2010
Plotkin et al 2009 (Argonne)
Confidential OEM information (a)
Confidential OEM information (b)
Confidential OEM information (c )
* confidential business information not shown

These different scores were, in turn, used to proportionally weight the various
data points for mass reduction percent versus mass reduction per pound ($/lb).
As a result of the process, the three agencies generated three sets of scores for
the mass-reduction technology data points. There was not consensus among
the agencies about the mass-cost relationship. Based on the ARB evaluation of
the studies, the mass-cost relationship was found to be $2.3/lb/%. The two
federal agencies applied the same evaluation framework and had final mass-cost
relationships that differed from one another by a factor of three. As a result of
this assessment, it was decided that the federal agencies would use the average
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of the EPA and NHTSA results, or $4.33/lb/% to estimate the direct
manufacturing costs of mass-reduction technology in the regulatory analysis.
When it was understood that the federal agencies would not equally incorporate
ARB scoring in their mass reduction cost estimation, ARB staff opted to apply its
own evaluation of $2.3 per pound of mass reduction, per percent vehicle mass
reduction. Figure II-D-1-1 illustrates the resulting constrained linear curve fits
from the agencies.
Figure II-D-1-1. Agencies’ weighted mass-reduction-cost relationships
based on evaluation of the research data

As a result of the differing mass reduction cost relationships of the agencies, the
overall incremental costs in the technology packages and the relative costeffectiveness of ranking of the various technologies (aerodynamics, engine,
transmission, mass reduction, etc) were impacted slightly. However the ARB
analysis ultimately found mass reduction technology of about 9% would likely be
applied toward compliance with the 2025 standards. Because the ultimate
utilization of these relatively low amounts of mass reduction, the difference in the
particular $/lb/% relationships is quite small. Table II-D-1-2 shows the impact of
a 9% mass reduction on a vehicle with a 3800-lb curb weight (i.e., the
approximate baseline average) with the ARB and federal mass-cost
relationships. As shown, the difference between the ARB and federal cost in
incremental price for this average amount of mass reduction for the average
vehicle mass is only $77/vehicle. (i.e., $165 vs $88). However, at the higher
levels of mass-reduction technology that a number of studies found technically
feasible (e.g., 20-30% mass reduction), the price difference is more substantial.
For example, for a 20% mass reduction, the ARB estimated incremental price in
2017 would be $486/vehicle, versus $915/vehicle based on the federal masscost relationship.
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Table II-D-1-2. Incremental price of 9% and 20% mass-reduction from 3800lb vehicle
Level of mass
reduction
9%
20%

Mass-cost
relationship
ARB
EPA/NHTSA
ARB
EPA/NHTSA

Mass reduction
cost ($/lb/%)
2.3
4.33
2.3
4.33

Mass
reduction (lb)
342
342
760
760
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Indirect cost
multiplier
1.24
1.24
1.39
1.39

Incremental price
in 2017 ($/vehicle)
88
165
486
915
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